Studies of self-reciprocating characteristic of carbon nanotube film-based cantilevers under light and thermal radiation.
Self-reciprocating characteristic of carbon nanotube film (CNF)-Cu cantilevers upon exposure to light and thermal radiation was observed. This unique characteristic offers an attractive technical platform for harvesting solar and thermal energies on a single chip, which has been demonstrated recently. This paper reports the detailed experimental studies of this phenomenon. It reveals that the low-frequency self-reciprocation, sensitive to the thicknesses of CNF and Cu and the intensity of the light and thermal radiation, is mainly attributed to the electrostatic interaction among randomly connected carbon nanotubes (CNTs) in CNF. This is due to the fact that electrical currents in CNF induced by light and thermal radiation also exhibit an oscillating characteristic, similar to the self-reciprocating characteristic of the CNF-Cu cantilevers. The mechanism for this observed phenomenon is also discussed by relating the optical, thermal, electrical, elastic and mechanical properties of the CNF.